Abstract-Multistage Interconnection Networks (MINs) are design to provide an effective communication in switching. Shuffle-exchange networks (SENs) have been widely considered as practical interconnection systems due to their size of it switching elements (SEs) and uncomplicated configuration. In this paper, the relationship between reliability performance and number of network size are compared in shuffle exchange network (SEN) and SEN with minus one stages (SEN-). There are three parameters used to measure the reliability performance on these networks which is terminal reliability, broadcast reliability and network reliability. An addition this paper also focused on comparing the algorithm based on SEN-to achieve the optimal routing time and the number of passes. The algorithms consist of six algorithms namely ZeroX, ZeroY, ZeroXbit, ZeroYbit, Sequential Increasing and Sequential Decreasing algorithm. This paper also shows the details of the illustrative examples used to explain each parameter measures. At the end of this chapter, the comparative analysis shows the performance of each parameters measures.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, MIN was applied in fields such as telecommunication and parallel computing. A parallel microprocessor system plays the mechanism needed for transferring information between processor and memory module, namely the interconnection network. MINs are usually implemented with simple modular switches, employing two input two output switching element [1] . MINs represents a very important class of interconnecting schemes used for constructing optical interconnections for communication network and multiprocessor systems [2] . MINs with the Omega property are proposed to connect a large number of processors to establish a multiprocessor system. An omega network has the qualities of simple routing techniques and better scalabilities [3] . The shuffle exchange multistage interconnection network (SEN) is one network in large class topologically equivalent MINs that include the omega, indirect binary, cube, baseline, and generalized cube [4] . SENs configuration rely on the number of stages, switches and interconnection among the network.
Both centralized and distributed routings have been worked out for SEN. In Omega network the routing of shuffle exchange message from given source to a given destination is based on the destination address [5] . The failure of a component in the interconnection network can bring down the entire system [3] . Reliable operation of interconnection network is important to overall system performance. As the number of interconnection paths and number of input and output of connecting switches increases, the performance measurement becomes more complicated.
In order to improve the reliability performance in Omega network this paper proposed a new architecture called Shuffle Exchange With Minus One Stage (SEN-). The relationship between reliability performance and number of network size are compared in shuffle exchange network (SEN) and SEN with minus one stages (SEN-). As an illustration, there are mainly three types of reliability measures, which are important to OMINs, namely terminal reliability, broadcast reliability and network reliability are measured in this paper [6] . These three parameters determine to measure the reliability performance in the networks with a different of network sizes.
In this paper, we also interested to integrate the SENwith routing algorithm. The purpose of routing algorithm is to schedule the message in different passes in order to avoid the path conflict in the network. For this study random permutation and different network size were used with two parameters known as number of passes and execution time.This idea can be implemented using the Time Domain approach. The algorithms consist of six algorithms namely ZeroX, ZeroY, ZeroXbit, ZeroYbit, Sequential Increasing and Sequential Decreasing algorithm. We compared the algorithm based on shuffle exchange network connection to achieve the optimal routing time as well as the number of passes to route in agiven permutation.The Bitwise Window Method (BWM) was used in this all algorithms to reduce the execution time in the network nearly 10 times when the network size is getting larger [10] . The aim of integration the routing algorithms in SEN-are to select the appropriate algorithm integration with a fewer passes and execution time. The algorithm with a fewer passes is more proficient. This paper also shows the details of the illustrative examples used to explain each algorithm. At the end of this chapter, the comparative analysis shows the reliability performance and the integration of routing algorithm in shuffle exchange network architecture.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Interconnection networks are currently being used for many different applications such as telephone switches, processor/memory interconnects for supercomputer, networks for industrial application, and wide area computer networks. The interconnection network facilitates communication not only among the processors and the memory modules but also between the processors and memory modules. Many of these networks can be used in dynamically reconfigurable machines that can perform independent multiple tasks, where each task is processed using parallelism. OMINs allow creation of interconnection networks that are larger, faster, and more power efficient than ever before. Use the optical switching which involves the switching of optical signals. There are two types of optical switching system, known as hybrid system and all optical switching. Basic switching element used in OMINs is a directional coupler with two active input and output [7] . A shuffle-exchange network has been widely considered as a practical interconnection system due to the size of its switching elements and uncomplicated configurations. The basic building block of a Shuffle Exchange Network can be viewed as a 2 × 2 SEN. The SE can either transmit the inputs straight through it or exchange the inputs [4] . There is a unique path between each source destination pair. There are three parameters used to evaluating the performance of this network namely as, terminal reliability, broadcast reliability and network reliability [7] . There were a lot of approaches and algorithms work efficiently in multistage interconnection network e.g. Crosstalk Free Modified Omega Network [8] , Zero Algorithm [9] , Fast Zero [10] , Zerobit Algorithm [11] , and Sequential Algorithm [12] . The purpose of routing algorithm is to schedule the message in different passes in order to avoid the path conflicts in the network. However, for this research purposes the routing algorithm used including the Zero algorithm, Zerobit algorithm and Sequential algorithm. The reason for using this three algorithms because of the different approaches in each algorithm: basic algorithm (Zero), modified algorithm (Zerobit), and the traditional algorithm (Sequential).
III. SHUFFLE EXCHANGE NETWORK WITH MINUS ONE STAGE (SEN-)
SEN is a unique path it has only a single path between a particular input and output [4] . The interconnection among switches, number of switches and types of switches normally determine the system performance. Shuffle-exchange networks have been widely considered as practical interconnection systems due to their size of its switching elements and uncomplicated configuration [7] . Most of the researcher said that shuffle exchange network suitable in MIN architecture since it will provide an alternative path for routing procedure. Shuffle exchange network configuration depends on the number of stage, switches, and interconnection among the network [4] [17] . SEN-architecture has two stages in the network for transmitting input from the source to the destination. The reason for reducing one stage to the SEN is to allow two paths for communication without a conflict between each source and destination. It has N inputs and N outputs. Let r be the time dependent reliability of the basic switching element. The comparisons of the proposed SEN-with the existing SEN are shown in Table I .
IV. RELIABILITY COMPARISON
Reliable operation of interconnection network is important to overall system performance. Performance and reliability of interconnection network systems extensively depends on the interconnection of its components, surrounded by the other factor. Reliability of the network is concerned with the ability of the network to carry out its desired network operation successfully [13] . As the number of interconnection paths and number of input and output of connecting switches increases, the performance measurement becomes more complicated. To evaluate the performance of networks is a challenging task. Many parameters influence the performance of particular network architecture.
A. Terminal Reliability
Terminal reliability of a MIN is defined as the probability of existence of at least one fault free path between a designated pair of input (s) and output (t) [14] . All the switches in a MIN are assumed to be of size 2 x 2, and well known that 2 x 2 switch has only two possible states, straight and cross connection [15] . The terminal reliability for SEN and SEN-can be calculated as follows: Table II show the comparison for the five types of network sizes in SEN and SEN-with the reliability performance for each network. From the table the results explain that the increasing of network sizes in the network will significantly decrease the terminal reliability. However for the comparison, Figure 2 displays that terminal reliability of SEN-increase 5% compared to SEN. SEN-capable to improve the terminal reliability rather than SEN. From the graph it can be conclude by reducing one stage from SEN it will decrease the number of links in the network, consequent from that the results for terminal reliability for SEN-will higher than SEN. 
B. Broadcast Reliability
Broadcast reliability of a MIN is defined as the probability that a single input terminal is able to broadcast data to all the output terminals in the network [14] . A network is said to have failed when a connection cannot be made from the given input terminal to at least one of the output terminals [16] . If any failure occurs in the switches will contribute to system failure. The broadcast reliability for SEN and SEN-can be calculated as follows:
As an illustration the results of the broadcast reliability evaluation for five different sizes of network are summarizing in Figure 4 . Based on the Table III the increasing of network size in the network the reliability will lead to zero results for SEN and SEN-. It is shows that when the size in the network increases to 128 size both of the network will have a zero results. This means that, the maximum size for reliability be able be to measure at 128 sizes. After 128 sizes the network is not reliable anymore. Figure 3 shows that, SEN-have the highest broadcast reliability compared to SEN. SEN-only has half path to broadcast the input to the output, consequence from this the broadcast reliability will increase since it has lower links complexity. Compared to SEN it has one path to broadcast the input to the output so it has more links complexity in the network. It can be concluded that SEN-is capable to improve the terminal reliability compared to SEN. 
C. Network Reliability
Network reliability of a MIN is defined as the probability that all input terminals are connected to all the output terminals [14] . By assuming the products of all possible permutation of SE states, the exact network reliability can be determined [14] . The network reliability for SEN and SEN-can be calculated as follows: The comparisons of network reliability for four types of network are shown in Figure 4 . It shows that the reliability for both network decreasing as the size of network increase. The results show Table IV starting at 64 sizes the network reliability start to produce a zero results. It occurs because of the links complexity to route message in the big network sizes. This means that the number of links in the SEN will determine the reliability performance of the network. Since the SEN has more links compared to SEN-the increasing of network sizes will affected the reliability performance in the network. The links in SEN become more complex to route the message in the big size network. The maximum size for reliability is able to be measure at 64 sizes. After 64 sizes the reliability performances are not reliable anymore because of the links complexity. This section discusses the routing algorithms to avoid crosstalk based on time domain approach. The purpose of routing algorithm is to schedule the message in different passes in order to avoid the path conflicts in the network. There were a lot of approaches and algorithms work efficiently in multistage interconnection network e.g. Crosstalk Free Modified Omega Network [8] , Zero Algorithm [9] , Fast Zero [10] , Zerobit Algorithm [11] , and Sequential Algorithm [12] . However, for this research purposes the routing algorithm used including the Zero algorithm, Zerobit algorithm and Sequential algorithm. The reason for using this three algorithms because of the different approaches in each algorithm: basic algorithm (Zero), modified algorithm (Zerobit), and the traditional algorithm (Sequential).
A. Zero Algorithm
To avoid crosstalk problem in Omega network the algorithm called Zero algorithm is proposed by Al-Shabi [10] and named it as ZeroX and ZeroY algorithm. ZeroX algorithm depends on taking the zero values from row N+1(axis X) in conflict matrix and putting it in a new group. Then, the entries of this group are considered as having zero value in the matrix. After that, a new summation for the other entries of the matrix it will be done and collecting the zero values on row N+1 as a new group [10] . These steps are to be repeated until the whole matrix becomes Zero. That means, all the entries of matrix are found to be in separate groups. For the ZeroY algorithm it is depend of the values in columns N+1(axis Y) in matrix. It has the same steps of ZeroX algorithm, but with a difference in the first step where it considers the summation of rows instead of columns. The rest of the algorithm operated the same as ZeroX algorithm. In addition, the columns will be changed to rows and vice versa.
B. Zerobit Algorithm
The ZeroXbit and ZeroYbit algorithms have the same steps as ZeroX and ZeroY algorithm. However, in Zerobit algorithm the Remove Last Pass (RLP) algorithm has been added to this algorithm to increase the performance of the network. The RLP algorithm was executed if and only if the number of groups generated from the ZeroXbit and ZeroYbit algorithms was more than two, because there was no permutation that able to be routed in less than two groups without crosstalk in an optical Omega network regardless of the network size. Then, after one last pass successfully removed, the next last pass in line is removed if and only if there is one message in the pass [11] .
C. Sequential Algorithm
The Sequential algorithm was the traditional algorithm proposed by Miao [12] . There are two types of Sequential algorithm namely Sequential Increasing and Sequential Decreasing. The standard Sequential Increasing (SeqInc) chose a message sequentially in the increasing order of the message source addresses and chose the first available time slot for the message. For the standard Sequential Decreasing (SeqDec) picks a message sequentially in the decreasing order of the message source addresses and picks the first available time slot for the message [12] .
D. Execution Time
The execution time is calculated beginning from generating conflict free groups to scheduling all messages in the permutation. The serial execution time of a program is the time that elapses between the beginning and the end of its execution on a sequential computer. However, after 50 runs of simulation, the results are accurate enough [12] . For this research the results that present the execution time are calculated by each algorithm after executing algorithms to 1000 times. So it can be concluded that the results are more accurate if we increased the amount of running times. For this research, the algorithms were executed over a different network sizes ranged from 8×8 to 128×128 sizes of network.
E. Number of Passes
To avoid crosstalk only one input is allowed to pass through one switch. To transmit the message from a source address to destination address on optical Omega Networks (OON) without crosstalk, the message have to be divided into several groups, and then delivered using one time slot for each group. The crosstalks were free when the paths of the message going through the network in each pass. Many simulation runs where carried out to test the algorithms.
F. Results and Discussion
The comparison in this section described the implementation of the proposed SEN-in routing algorithms, known as the ZeroX, ZeroY, ZeroXbit, ZeroYbit, Sequential Increasing (SeqInc), and Sequential Decreasing (SeqDec) algorithm are shown in Table V . The results explain that the increasing of network sizes in the network will significantly increased the execution time. From the Figure 5 the results shown that the SeqDec has the the lowest execution time, approximately 1%, 28%, 33%, 48% and 48% compared to SeqInc, ZeroX, ZeroY, ZeroXbit and ZeroYbit algorithm respectively. SeqDec algorithm takes the fastest time to compute the solution because the message passing used decreasing order compare to ZeroYbit algorithms need large amount of time for route ability check especially when the number of message in the last pass was more than one. Figure 6 that SeqInc algorithms perform the worst in terms of the average number of passes. ZeroX algorithm gives the lowest number of passes in the network compare to Sequential algorithms because the ZeroX compute the message by using rows to deliberate the message systematically. In this research, the SEN with minus one stage is derived. As an illustration, the comparisons between the other SEN with three types of reliability performance are evaluated. From the results shows that the SEN-provides the highest reliability for the performance of all three parameters compared SEN. The relationship between reliability performance and the network size in SEN were investigated. It can be observed from the reliability expression from the results, as can be seen from the results as network size increases, the reliability performance for three parameters decreases. Moreover when the increase of the network size the reliability performance result will leading to zero. Compared to this three parameters the terminal reliability provide a maintainable results for both network compared to broadcast reliability and network reliability starting at 128 size and 64 size the network reliability lead to zero results which is the network is not reliable anymore. It occurs because of the links complexity to route message in the big network sizes. This proved that the number of links in the SEN will determine the reliability performance of the network. Therefore, it is noted that there is a relationship between reliability and network size increment in shuffle exchange network. SEN-is more reliable than SEN based on the increasing of network size, the results shows reliability performance gain in comparison to SEN. This paper also discussed the experimental results obtained after tested and evaluated the performance of the integration algorithm. The results shown that the integration of SEN-with the Sequential Decreasing algorithm leading a lowest time execution to compute the solution compare among other integration. The reduction of time because of the message was passing with decreasing order provided more efficiency for routing purposed and less time consumed with bitwise operations. In terms of the average number of passes the integration of SEN-with the ZeroX algorithm provided a lower number of passes among other integration comparison. The ZeroX algorithm deliberated the message by using rows systematically in order to delivered the lower number of passes in the network. This integration assured routing in Omega network consequently less average number of passes and execution time to route all messages in Omega network. 
